General Purpose Printing Labs Pricing Policy

Policy Purpose: To align general purpose computer lab printing pricing on the campus of Pittsburg State University, creating equity and convenience for PSU students. Program specific special purpose labs will not be subject to the following pricing policy.

Policy: Pricing of printing in general purpose labs will be established on an annual basis and will be based on a principle of cost recovery.

Pricing for printing in Pittsburg State University computer labs for FY ’16 will be as follows:

- Single Side Printing: Black and White: $0.10/page, and Color: $0.45/page.
- Double Sided Printing: Black and White: $0.16/page, and Color: $0.70/page.

Pricing for years beyond FY ’16 will be indexed to the Higher Education Price Index (HEPI).

This policy will be in effect beginning 7-1-2015.
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